











A School Management based on the Findings of Special Needs EducationⅡ: 





























                                             




























































































































































































































































































































































































































"Bullying" and "corporal punishment" are the long-standing subjects of an educational 
issue of Japan. However, the sad incident called the problem of "bullying" in an S prefectural O 
city, the problem of the "corporal punishment" by the basketball part adviser of S high school of 
O city, etc. losing the "lives" of the children who are both irreplaceable at schools also in the 
current fiscal year does not sever the back. It seems that it has not been improved at all by the 
problems in these education though regrettable.  
After all, in order to solve these problems, it is necessary to improve instruction and 
support at the following three steps. A one-eyed step is advancing "an understanding of the 
children of a gray area" which tends to carry out inconvenient speech and conduct in a school or 
the group in a class taking advantage of knowledge, such as special support education. The 
second step is deepening "an understanding about the method of instruction or support" of the 
teacher himself based on the child understanding. The third step is repeating daily practice on 
the basis of the understanding, and raising the teacher's himself instruction, and the skill of 
support.  
Although it is never easy, I think that the school and the production of a class where whose 
children and teacher were also safe and were stabilized by repeating such a step tenaciously 
will be made. I would like to clarify about the necessity, giving some examples. 
